
Which Health & 
Safety concerns 
are keeping you 

up at night? 

Concern 1:
“Are our communication channels robust enough to 
handle a sudden evacuation or lockdown scenario?”

Solution: Robust Communication Channels
Reach your employees through SMS alerts, even in areas 
with limited connectivity, ensuring effective communication 
during emergencies.

Concern 2:
“What’s the plan for ensuring our employees receive 
immediate safety instructions during a chemical 
spill?”

Solution: Immediate Safety Instructions
Send immediate safety instructions to employees’ mobiles 
using text alerts during incidents like chemical spills.

Concern 3:
“How can we guarantee effective communication for 
remote workers during a severe weather event or 
natural disaster?”

Solution: Remote Worker Communication
Facilitate communication with remote workers via text 
alerts, providing them with critical information during 
severe weather events or natural disasters.

Concern 4:
“Do we have a secure and reliable way to reach our 
employees in the event of a cybersecurity breach or 
data breach?”

Solution: Cybersecurity Breach
Use a messaging platform that offers secure 
communication for cybersecurity breaches, allowing you 
to communicate essential details to the right individuals 
quickly and privately.

Concern 5:
“Are we equipped to manage the influx of information 
requests from concerned employees during a public 
health crisis?”

Solution: Public Health Crisis
Use text alerts to help you manage communication with 
employees during public health crises, ensuring that you 
can provide them with real-time updates and guidance.

Concern 6:
“What strategies are in place to ensure clear and 
consistent messaging during an active shooter 
situation?”

Solution: Active Shooter Situations
Send clear and concise instructions to employees 
during active shooter situations via text alerts while 
also providing a means for employees to respond and 
communicate their status using a 2-way platform.

Concern 7:
“Are we prepared to communicate with regulatory 
authorities and the media following a workplace 
incident?”

Solution: Communication with Authorities and 
Media
Use a text alert and email platform to coordinate and 
streamline communication with regulatory authorities and 
the media following a workplace incident.
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Concern 8:
“Do we have a foolproof method for disseminating 
safety procedures to new employees and 
contractors?”

Solution: Onboarding and Training
Ensure that new employees and contractors receive 
essential safety procedures and training materials 
through text alerts.

Concern 9:
“How can we maintain employee morale and provide 
emotional support through effective communication 
during a crisis?”

Solution: Employee Morale and Support
Use a platform that can help you maintain employee 
morale and provide emotional support through 
personalised, two-way text messaging during crises.

Concern 10:
“What’s the backup plan in case our primary 
communication methods fail during a critical health 
and safety incident?”

Solution: Backup Communication Methods
Use a communication platform that can be accessed 
remotely and offers redundancy and backup options, 
ensuring that you have multiple communication methods 
in place in case of primary channel failure.

Concern 11:
“Are we adequately trained and prepared to address 
the unique communication challenges posed by a 
pandemic or infectious disease outbreak?”

Solution: Pandemic Communication
Use a communication platform that facilitates 2-way 
text alerts during pandemics, enabling you to provide 
employees with critical health and safety information and 
updates directly to their mobile devices.

Concern 12:
“What systems are in place to monitor the well-being 
of employees and receive real-time feedback on our 
communication efforts during a crisis?”

Solution: Monitoring Employee Well-Being
Use a platform that offers a means to monitor employee 
well-being and receive real-time feedback during a crisis, 
helping you address their needs effectively.

Concern 13:
“What’s our plan for managing misinformation 
and rumours that may circulate among employees 
during a crisis?”

Solution: Misinformation Control
A two-way text messaging platform will allow you to 
quickly respond to and correct misinformation, ensuring 
that accurate information reaches your employees with 
SMS open rates at around 98%.

Concern 14:
“Are we adequately prepared for communicating 
with employees working in different geographic 
locations during a crisis?”

Solution: Geographical Reach
To coordinate with employees across geographic 
locations, ensure that you can create multiple groups in 
different locations that can be reached via text alerts so 
everyone receives crucial information.

Concern 15:
“How do we coordinate with first responders 
and emergency services to ensure effective 
communication during a disaster or accident?”

Solution: First Responder Coordination
Set-up all your first responders and emergency services 
into targeted groups to enable you to coordinate using 
text alerts.

Disclaimer: 
The information provided is for general informational purposes 
only. It is not professional advice, and we make no guarantees 
about its accuracy or suitability for your needs. Any actions you 
take based on this information are at your own risk, and we are 
not liable for any resulting losses or damages. We are also not 
responsible for the content or availability of external websites 
linked from here. 
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